The Points of View on Major Objectives of Administrators in Large Organizations are Different from Those of Professionals Serving Clients. Administrators Often Function on Premises that Hierarchical Authority Knows Best; That Employees Should be Loyal, Conform to Rules and Procedures; That Results Should be Measurable; That There Should be Uniform Implementation of Policy; and That There Should be Constraints on the Utilization of Human and Financial Resources. Professionals Think That They Know Best About Service Delivery; That Client Needs Should Have Priority over Rigid Interpretation of Policy and Economic Restraint; That There Should Be Professional Responsibility for the Well-Being of the Whole Person Rather than Just a Fragmented Part; and That Only Professional Peers Can Monitor the Quality of Services. Conflict Seems Inevitable, and Yet Neither the Administrators nor Professionals Can Survive without the Other, and Both Should Be Serving Consumers.

What the Code Says

Does the Canadian Code of Ethics for Psychologists Help Us? Yes, it makes a Major Contribution in Addressing the Question of Values and Principles Being in Conflict and the Dilemma of Deciding What to Do in Such Situations. Not Only May Principles Be in Conflict, but There May Be Very Strong Pressures to Violate Ethical Principles Either Unthinkingly or by Rationalizing Behaviors in Self-Interest or in the Interest of More Powerful Parties. Such Pressures May Be Personal, Social, Organizational, Financial or Political. When Principles Are in Conflict, it Is More than an Intellectual Dilemma; For, There May Be Serious Interpersonal and Interagency Conflict as Well.

The Code Provides Several Guidelines for Resolving Ethical Dilemmas.

1. The Four Major Principles are Ordered in Priority so that Respect for the Dignity of Persons is Number One and Responsibility for Society is Number Four.


3. In Difficult Dilemmas, Psychologists are Expected to Consult in Order to Add Knowledge and Objectivity to the Decision Making Process.

4. The Individual is Responsible for the Decision and There is Room for Personal Conscience Provided That the Decision Making Process Is Explicit Enough to Bear Public Scrutiny.

Moreover, the Code Addresses Special Responsibilities for Dependant and Vulnerable Clients, and the Extended Responsibilities of Psychologists. Unlike the Old Code's Use of Passive Phrases Such as "Responsible" "Cognizant" and "Aware," Almost Every Standard in the New Code Begins with an Action Word; That Is, Psychologists Would Do or Act in a Variety of Ways to Maintain These Standards or Principles. The Standards Are Proactive as Well as Reactive and Require Psychologists to Actively Do Good and Prevent Harm, Not Just to Take a Neutral Position.
In any apparent conflict between keeping a law and following a professional ethical principle, unless in an emergency situation, consult with colleagues and seek consultation as to the most ethical course of action and the most responsible, knowledgeable, effective and respectful way to carry it out.

Should one choose to disobey the law or institutional regulations in the interests of a higher morality and for the welfare of clients, it is wise to have collegial support and a decision making rationale that is explicit enough to bear public scrutiny. It is also wise to assess the risk and consequences, not only for clients, but also for the professionals and agencies involved. One may even wish to change the law.

A Not Uncommon Situation

A disturbed fifteen year old girl voluntarily seeks help from a mental health agency whose regulations prohibit treatment of juveniles without parental consent. She does not want her parents to know about her seeking help, and she will not discuss her home situation unless assured that her parents will know nothing about it or that she is securely placed away from the family. There are differences of opinion regarding legal age of consent. What are the probable consequences in this case of obeying or disobeying the agency’s rules?

Conflict Between Professional/Ethical Standards and Employer Expectations

Within organizations there can be many situations or problems which result in poor service for clients - practices which are not respectful, caring, helpful or honest. For the employed psychologists or other professionals who are concerned for individual clients and who feel that their power to bring about change is limited, there are indeed ethical dilemmas. The Code of Ethics may assist in identifying the nature of the concerns for the psychologist, but it may be necessary to find other approaches beyond the ethical context to finding resolutions. Complaining that some senior person in the organization is unethical in making policy decisions which adversely affects clients is unlikely to carry much weight.

Look for a perspective on the problem which is amenable to change within an organization. Your specific client concern can be translated into an organizational or public image problem, such as the need to review practice standards, to reshape service programs to be more effective, to enhance staff development, or to enhance a public image (avoid public criticism). One must look for situations. There is a place for ethical complaints but this is not a good mechanism for bringing about change in organizations.

Interpersonal tensions can accumulate in organizations to the point that personal offense at another’s behavior may be seen as grounds for complaining of unethical conduct. I have seen ethical complaints which appeared to be used as another weapon in the escalation of ongoing interpersonal conflict. Ethical beings seek constructive ways to resolve conflict, and do not abuse ethical principles by using them for adversarial self-interest.

A Not Uncommon Type of Situation

The Imago School Board is reducing the cost of psychological services as an economy measure. As a result there are fewer psychologists employed, more rigid intake criteria, less time allowed per case, increased referrals to other agencies on the basis of superficial assessments. Psychologists are concerned that the quality of service is deteriorating; their clients’ problems are very severe, they receive no attention; and that the public is told that an excellent level of service is being maintained. Are there ethical dilemmas? For whom? How can they be resolved?

Another Perspective of Ethical Complaints

There is another type of situation within organizations in which the use of ethical complaints can be abused. Psychologists are pleased when large employer organizations recognize them as professionals and recognize their professional organizations. Sometimes alleged abuse of vulnerable clients receive media attention and embarrass the organization. Suppose a psychologist and several others have some involvement. There are problems within the organization, such as difficult working conditions, unclear mandates and lines of responsibility, inadequate sanctions, lack of supervision, negligence by acts of omission. After a lapse of time, formal complaints of unethical conduct by the psychologist are made to the professional association for adjudication. They appear to have been "arranged" by the employer in order to place total blame on the one employee and a clean bill of health for all others in the organization.

Conflict within organizations goes across professional disciplines and can involve a mixture of many issues of politics, personality, professional relationships as well as ethics. I strongly believe that our training programs and professional associations should be more proactive in preparing and assisting psychologists to function effectively in inter-organizations and that, while attention to ethics helps, it is insufficient. This is not a deficiency of the Code of Ethics which clarifies values, principles and appropriate behaviors for individual professionals, but rather that other strategies are appropriate to resolving problems within organizations.

We have values. We have conflict. We have institutional policies. We have a range of personal styles, beliefs and commitments. Some of us interpret codes with minimal responsibilities and appear to do well. Some of us are dedicated to reform, social justice and humane treatment of others, but use primarily an intellectual approach - using psychological knowledge to analyze and interpret. Some of us emotionally are touched by suffering and injustice, and both professionally and personally have a mission or calling to bring about change.

Does this statement from the code cover the full range of alternatives open to us?

"In order to be responsible to society and to contribute constructively to its ongoing development, psychology as a whole needs to be self-reflective about its place in society and about the ways in which it might be contributing to or detracting from beneficial societal changes. It also needs to engage in open, even-tempered observation and interpretation of social structures and policies, their effects, and their process of change, developing its ability to avoid misuse of psychological knowledge and increase its beneficial use. Again, individual psychologists must decide for themselves the most appropriate and beneficial use of their time and talents in helping to meet this collective responsibility."

The code is a bit academic out there but to be really effective the personal meaning and essence must be inside. We must not only behave ethically but we must be ethical believing in life the printed words.

Let's Hear from YOU

Can you buy the more strongly stated obligations or do you think that they push psychologists into troubled waters far beyond their professional responsibility and expertise? Are the standards in the Code insufficient, excessive, or just right? Is it "true", "false" or "maybe and sometimes" that "The true professional must accept private responsibility for the constant reconstruction of what is right."

Yes, Highlights welcomes your lively response!

See "Letter to the Editor" Page 42.